
GIDGEGANNUP PROGRESS ASSOCIATION INC. July 2016
gpa@gidgenet.com.au – www.gidgegannup.info
Next Meetings: 18th July (AGM), 15th August, 13th September, 2016 at 7.30pm  

Matt Evans (Ericsson Australia) and Jane McNamara (NBN) gave a presentation
on the deployment of a NBN Fixed Wireless tower to serve Gidgegannup and
surrounds.

Matt Evans described the three types of technology that NBN Co will deploy in
the City of Swan: fixed lines in high density residential areas, fixed wireless in
less densely populated areas, and satellite in the more remote areas. 

Matt stated that Ericsson had been deploying fixed wireless towers since 2012
and have installed 2700 towers across Australia to provide 110,000 houses with
a NBN service. It is common practice for NBN Co, Telstra and Vodaphone to
share towers and for mobile phone antennas to be co-located on NBN towers
and vice versa.

When sites for new NBN towers are being sought there are seven criteria that
are used to assess the suitability of a potential site and these include: 

1. radio coverage of the premises it will serve, 
2. the potential for a tower located at that site to be connected to other

towers and to the hub tower that provides overall connectivity with the
NBN network, 

3. the tenure of the land and agreement with the landholder to use the land
4. visual amenity and the need to minimise visual impact of the tower 
5. availability of power
6. the least need for vegetation clearance
7. other geotechnical considerations

Many possible sites were ‘tenure unavailable’ and they are now obtaining
feedback from local residents about the remaining potential sites.  Another
round of consultation with the City of Swan is planned. They are trying to
balance the benefits of the tower and the service it provides against the
concerns of residents. The benefits of having the tower are increased quality of
the broadband service which should lead to improved services for businesses, for
emergency services, for remote health consultations and similar services, and
for educational services for children and teenagers. They are trying to find a
location that satisfies as many people as possible and they are aware that some
residents would prefer the proposed tower site at Joseph Road be moved.

A question and answer session followed the presentation.

It was asked whether this meeting was considered to be a community
consultation session and some discussion ensued about the definition of this.
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Resident asked whether the internet speeds he currently obtains will be changed
and Matt responded that speeds of 50Mbps download and 25 Mbps upload could
be expected and this would be sufficient to ensure that no buffering occurred
when streaming or using Skype.
Resident said that he lives near the proposed Joseph Rd tower site and that he is
concerned about the health implications of the tower. In particular he was
concerned about the potential for several services to be co-located on the tower
and for the effect of the subsequent radiation to be cumulative. Matt responded
that ARPANSA, an Australian Government agency in the Health and Ageing
portfolio, has established a Radiation Protection Standard specifying limits for
general public exposure to RF EME transmissions at frequencies used by wireless
base stations. The Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA)
mandates the exposure limits of the ARPANSA Standard. Also, although the
standard was written in 2002 it is constantly updated to ensure that it
encompasses the most recent research. Resident responded by saying that WHO
had admitted that their study into EMR was ongoing and therefore he was
concerned that the deployment of the tower was potentially gambling with his
health.

Resident then posed the question about who would be liable if there is any future
litigation relating to the tower and its health impacts. Matt responded that the
NBN has its own insurance for the towers.

Resident asked what the maximum amount of EMR there might be from a tower
with many antennas attached to it. Matt responded that currently a single tower
is 1300 times below the accepted standard level and that other services such as
AM and FM radio and baby monitors potentially deliver more radiation than a
microwave tower but this depends upon the distance from the radiation source.
Resident asked if there was another location for the Joseph Rd tower that was
not near anyone’s houses.

Question was then asked about the potential for a NBN tower to decrease
surrounding land values and there was discussion about this including a NZ
report that claimed a 21% decrease in land values. The visual impact of the
tower was specifically discussed and it was agreed that the towers could be ugly
to look at. Matt stated that NBN Co tries to minimise the visual impact of the
towers by carefully choosing their locations and by using screening vegetation to
obscure some of the infrastructure. 

The potential for fires to occur at towers was then raised but John Mangini from
the local fire brigade stated that the risk was minimal if a building protection
zone was implemented and maintained.

Further discussion arose about the possibility of moving the proposed site for the
Joseph Road tower. Matt asked residents what they considered to be an
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acceptable distance between the tower and their houses. Some residents felt
they did not have sufficient information to be able to make such a decision.

Resident raised the issue of a tower being potentially located only metres from
the boundary of their property even though there was ample scope for the tower
to be located at a similar elevation some distance away.  (This was proposed site
for tower at Bailingup )

Resident asked whether the residents’ concerns were really being considered or
whether the decisions for the towers’ locations had already been made.

It was proposed that a meeting would be arranged where Matt would meet with
concerned residents to further discuss issues and alternative locations. Crs
Darryl Trease and Rod Henderson agreed to facilitate the meeting at the City of
Swan. Annique Gray organised for a list of email addresses of concerned
residents to be compiled so that everyone who wanted to be involved in this
meeting could be advised when a time and venue had been decided. 

Burgo’s Bar refurbishment:
Concept plans have been submitted to City. It is now up to them to go through
the public consultation process.  

Double Bend on Reserve Road after Wooroloo Bridge before Reen Road: 
Concern  expressed  regarding  this  double  bend  and  likelihood  of  accidents.
There have been several accidents over the years but fortunately no fatalities.
Road would need to be widened to have a white line in middle.   Cr. Trease has
contacted the City to see if shoulders can be sealed so a white line could be
installed.   City assessing

Crime in area:
Sgt. Jeff Taylor (OIC Mundaring Police) was introduced to the meeting and gave
a report on the Police’s apprehension of people associated with this Crime Wave.

Follow Mundaring Police on Twitter for frequent and comprehensive updates. 

Sinkhole O’Brien Road:  
City inform: Please be advised that works are currently occurring on site to
attend to the sink hole. Traffic restrictions are in place to ensure that the hole
does not pose a danger to vehicles using O'Brien Road. Works will continue
tomorrow to ensure the site is safe and more permanent solutions will be
investigated such as the installation of a culvert. 

Joseph Road:
Please be advised that maintenance works scheduled for Joseph Road in May
were postponed due to the storm events that have occurred over the past
month. Many rural roads and drains were washed out during the storms and
required the City’s urgent attention. It is anticipated that maintenance works
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along Joseph Road will be undertaken at the end of June. Cr. Rod Henderson will
investigate whether there are potentially any budgetary issues.

MWA: Fences cut yet again at the facility in O’Brien Road.   Has been reported
to Department of Planning who have informed the Field Management Officer.  We
will be putting some new fencing up along this block shortly.   Minikhana dates
this winter 14th May, 18th June, 20th August, 2016.

Gidgegannup Emergency Water Tank update:
So far the project has delivered 7 additional tanks in Gidge, with another 4
confirmed before next fire season. We are working on further tanks and sites
beyond these.

Thanks to all who have contributed so far to making this project happen.

TANKS ALREADY INSTALLED -
Hanson/Convict Ruins Toodyay rd - 1 x 50kl  - (Hanson) - operational
Berry rd 1km east of Reserve rd - 2 x 40 kl -  one full, both useable - fast fill
standpipe and fast refill to be installed
Ewing x Clenton rds (Paruna) - 1 x 40kl - will be ready to receive water in a
week, waiting on full curing of 100mm threaded inserts before fitting valves
4305 Lilydale rd (Karakamia) - 1x 40kl - will be ready to receive water in a
week, waiting on full curing of 100mm threaded inserts before fitting valves
Berry x NE rds - 2 x 40kl - (CoS) - waiting for supplier to insert 100mm thread
inserts (hopefully this coming week), then a week to cure

TANKS PLANNED/UNDERWAY THIS YEAR
Burgess x O'Brien - 2 x 40kl - (CoS) - tanks have been ordered by CoS -
planning underway
Reen rd near Potooroo - 2 x 40kl - (CoS) - tanks have been ordered by CoS -
planning underway

Meeting with Mark McGowan:
Last week at the individual invitation of Jessica Shaw, Labor candidate for the
WA seat of Swan Hills, several of us (all hills residents Gidgegannup/Mundaring
Local Government) met with Opposition Leader Mark McGowan, Jessica Shaw,
and staff. Jessica is also a hills resident.

The main topic was bush fire risk. Mark listened well and asked questions, but
gave no significant commitments. 
Amongst the topics raised on behalf of the community

• great reduction of effort/resourcing for fuel reduction for the last
15-20 years

• accumulation of fuel loads on all land tenures due to inadequate
hazard reduction

• increasing number of megafires and life and property losses 
• importance of prevention/mitigation in reducing fire risk
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• over reliance on response vs prevention to mitigate risk
• reduction of effectiveness of response due to high fuel loads
• importance of building community resilience
• issues with notifications and warnings
• importance of extensive and credible bush fire experience in all

aspects of managing bush fire risk, including response
• desirability of a Rural Fire Service or similar as in other states

Proposed new Midland Boral landfill site 
Sally to contact Garry Price from Midland Boral to obtain the particulars about
what is planned at this 92ha site especially with respect to preventing leaching
of toxins from any dumped material into the waterway.

Hanson Quarry rehabilitation. 
It appears that the requisite rehabilitation of the Hanson quarry site has not
occurred. 

Lights at Percy Cullen Oval
Ken Wyatt advised that $100,000 had been obtained to provide lighting at the
Percy Cullen oval

Mobile phone black spot funding
Ken Wyatt advised that funding was now guaranteed for the new mobile phone
tower in northern Gidgegannup. Construction of the tower will commence soon
and will be completed by the end of 2016.

AGM 18th July, 2016- Notification to members.   All  positions will  be
vacant.
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